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Winter Update January, 2014

Check out what's been happening at Welcome

Change!

Dear friends, 

Welcome Change is excited for 2014! This year we will make
ACTIVATE HERE! , a series of refresher videos for self-

advocates, available to our partners and the public.

Follow Activate Here! on facebook!

We will continue to work on a project that will coincide with

the 25th Anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act in

2015. Check out facebook for more details as they become

available!

Most importantly, we resolve to continue bringing you 

high quality media about disability!

Disability/Media Newsletter in review

In 2013 we continued releasing a monthly newsletter on the

intersection of disability and media. We covered multiple

forms of media, including: slideshows, documentaries,

training videos, op-eds, poetic shorts, interactive exhibits,

and mobile applications. 

If you aren't already subscribed, send an email to

outreach@welcomechange.org with the subject:

Disability/Media Newsletter subscription

Tell us what you want to see featured in 2014!  

Meet Stephanie, our new intern!

Follow us of
Facebook and
Twitter!

Activate Here! is on

Facebook

Body & Soul: Diana &

Kathy is on Facebook

Body & Soul: Diana &

Kathy is on Twitter

Larry, the Collector is

on Facebook

Larry, the Collector is

on Twitter

Director Alice Elliott is

on Twitter

Welcome Change



Stephanie is an experienced casting director for TV, Film, and
Commercials. She loves to spend time with her puppy Elliott and
enjoys fostering adorable rescues whenever she can. As a film school
graduate with a focus in Documentary, Stephanie is inspired by the
work of Welcome Change Productions and Alice Elliott. Stephanie is
so excited to help out in any way supporting their mission to lead social
change!

In Memoriam: Larry Selman

We would like to remember our dear collector, Larry Selman, the
memorable star of Alice's 2001 documentary, The Collector of Bedford
Street. It has been a year since Larry's passing and he is missed dearly
by friends, neighbors, and fans. 

You're invited to share a special memory 
on Larry's facebook or twitter. 

Welcome Change

Productions is on

Facebook 
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